The use of sparse CT datasets for auto-generating accurate FE models of the femur and pelvis.
The finite element (FE) method when coupled with computed tomography (CT) is a powerful tool in orthopaedic biomechanics. However, substantial data is required for patient-specific modelling. Here we present a new method for generating a FE model with a minimum amount of patient data. Our method uses high order cubic Hermite basis functions for mesh generation and least-square fits the mesh to the dataset. We have tested our method on seven patient data sets obtained from CT assisted osteodensitometry of the proximal femur. Using only 12 CT slices we generated smooth and accurate meshes of the proximal femur with a geometric root mean square (RMS) error of less than 1 mm and peak errors less than 8 mm. To model the complex geometry of the pelvis we developed a hybrid method which supplements sparse patient data with data from the visible human data set. We tested this method on three patient data sets, generating FE meshes of the pelvis using only 10 CT slices with an overall RMS error less than 3 mm. Although we have peak errors about 12 mm in these meshes, they occur relatively far from the region of interest (the acetabulum) and will have minimal effects on the performance of the model. Considering that linear meshes usually require about 70-100 pelvic CT slices (in axial mode) to generate FE models, our method has brought a significant data reduction to the automatic mesh generation step. The method, that is fully automated except for a semi-automatic bone/tissue boundary extraction part, will bring the benefits of FE methods to the clinical environment with much reduced radiation risks and data requirement.